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The Responsive Cities Symposium, Urbanism in the 
Experience Age is one of the main activities carried 
out under the Knowledge Alliance for Advanced 
Urbanism - KAAU (www.ka-au.net) EU co-funded 
project. Based on the assumption that the increas-
ing availability of data creates new opportunities, 
not only for monitoring and management, but also 
changing the way we describe, understand and 
design cities, KAAU seeks to promote the innovative 
education and training that emerging technologies 
require, developing courses, symposia, as well as an 
educational and training platform.

The symposium is organised by

In cooperation with



Over the last decades a new generation of 
cities and new city-planning paradigms have 
emerged. Urban development leaders and 
governments throughout the world have begun 
to consider innovative systems, driven by 
information and communication technologies, 
to be critical drivers with which to face today’s 
urban challenges. Cities have started to invest 
in technology through the implementation of 
new transport management systems, water and 
contamination monitoring systems, smart energy 
grids and energy efficient buildings, to name a 
few.

The intelligent systems and devices have formed 
a new hidden layer, enhancing performances, 
but basically remaining separate from the city’s 
materiality and spatiality. This hidden layer took 
the name of Smart City, the expression of the 
Information Age, a period dominated by the 
accumulation of information, its organization, 
and transmission through centralized monitoring 
systems or desktop computers.

The Information Age saw the role of architects 
and urbanists in generating visions for the 
city’s future start to fade and the Smart City 

was theorized, described and developed by IT 
companies, who dominated the knowledge and 
access in technological advancements.

Today’s advances create a scenario where 
technology has started to be embedded in our 
everyday life in such ways that it is becoming 
part of our bodies and surrounding environment, 
hence overcoming the desktop era. Architecture 
transforms into an evolutionary organism, able 
to react in real time to various data, finally 
questioning the solid principles of durability, 
stability or longevity.
Wearable and virtual reality technologies 
allow us to relate to each other and with the 
environment at augmented levels. New softwares 
and hardwares expand the possibilities of the 
internet of things, connecting object and users in 
spatial experiences: spaces are interacting with 
our body and neuro data, and building skins are 
becoming hyper connected interfaces. At the 
same time, DIY and open source cultures push 
towards the democratization of technologies 
and production means, bringing them closer 
to users, allowing them to actively participate 
through an experiential peer-to-peer learning 
and making process. 
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These epochal changes bring us to question, 
imagine and try to describe what is coming 
after the Information Age, when technology is 
not just a catalyst, but the foundation for social 
interaction. The day that internet connection will 
truly be democratized for every person on the 
planet, and techology will be deeply embedded 
and integrated into objects, human bodies and 
space, the debate for technology per se will end, 
finally opening the way to deeper social, spatial 
and learning synergies.

The Information Age is giving way to an 
Experience Age, characterized by high levels of 
physical interaction and emotional involvement. 
What are the new aspects and factors of spatial 
performance and user actions within such a 
shift? How will emerging communication and 
inter-communication models in agglomerations 
affect their urban environments?      
                                   
In this context, the Urbanism in the Experience 
Age Symposium claims a renewed active role 
for architects: the objective is to go beyond 
the limitations of the “Smart City” vision, 
investigating “Advanced Urbanism”, intended 
as the practice of designing and planning 
receptive and reactive spaces, rather than the 

mere application of technological systems. Such 
a vision requires to rethink our design tools and 
planning processes, as well as the invitation 
to revise the educational models surrounding 
urban sciences. 
                                                                    
The city planned following the Advanced 
Urbanism paradigm is a Responsive City that, 
through new communication protocols and 
design approaches, becomes an adaptive, 
emotional and experiential environment, able 
to hyper-connect and process information, 
changing its shape and performance according 
to the contingencies.
   
The symposium is organized around the 
following topics:

design - designing intelligence | physical and 
digital merge | new interfaces
share - open innovation | citizen participation | 
ethical cities | sharing economies  
adapt - resilience | programmable matter | 
dynamic ecologies
experience - gaming | hyper cities | augmented 
reality
learn - new educational models | making | 
research innovation
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details
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Opening of Call: June, 6th 2016
Papers and projects submission: July, 15th 2016 
Participants selection: July, 30th 2016
Symposium: September, 16th – 17th 2016

how to apply

Language: English
It is possible to submit papers or realized projects

Papers: Papers should be max 3,000 words 
(including references, excluding abstract). 
Images must  be jpeg, min. 300 dpi. Papers 
should include the following information: title, 
author/s, affiliation, session (design/ share / adapt 
/ experience / learn), short abstract of 200 words, 
reference. Every Paper must be sent both in .doc 
and .pdf formats. Please find the paper layout at 
the following link: http://responsivecities.iaac.net/

Projects: Projects must be realized by the person/
people submitting. They have to be presented 
in one A1 poster, vertical format, including title 
of the project, author/authors, year of realization, 
text illustrating the main features of the project, 
drawings/pictures. Please find the poster layout at 
the following link: http://responsivecities.iaac.net/

Copyright: all parts of the submitted material 
(including text and photographs), must be either 
authored by the person/people submitting, or 
must have the rights to use and publish them.

Please send your submissions to info@ka-au.net 
using the following e-mail subject: Application to 
RC call

selection

Papers will undergo peer reviews and accepted 
papers will be published in the conference 
proceedings.   
All contributions will be collected in a digital 
publication with an ISSN code.

fees

Senior 150,00 € / Junior 80,00 € 
Note: over 40 are considered Senior

how to pay

Selected submitters have to pay the fee by the 
1st of September 2016 by bank transfer to the 
following bank account: 

Bank: Banco Santander
Agency: 6784
Address: Via Augusta, nº182 (Es 08021 
Barcelona)
Holder: Institut d’Arquitectura Avançada de 
Catalunya
IBAN: ES04 0049 6784 3028 1615 5128
BIC/SWIFT: BSCHESMMXXX

organization

General Chair: Areti Markopoulou
Program Chairs: Chiara Farinea & Mathilde Marengo


